Chapter 14
Control and conduct of debate

Personal explanations (p. 497)
New provision adopted 13/11/2013:
If a Member has given a personal explanation to correct a misrepresentation and another Member subsequently repeats the matter complained of, the Speaker may intervene [S.O. 68].

Interventions
Revised provision adopted 13/11/2013:
Interventions procedure allows another Member to ask a short question or make a brief response immediately relevant to a Member’s speech, for a period not exceeding 30 seconds. Interventions now extended to the House as well as the Federation Chamber [S.O. 66A].

Time limits for speeches (p. 528)
New time limits (where time limits previously did not apply) adopted 13/11/2013:
Valedictory speeches, 20 minutes; statements referred to the Federation Chamber, 10 minutes [S.O. 1].